External actuation in self-reconfigurable modular robots promises to allow modules to shrink down in size. Synchronous external motions promise to allow fast convergence and assembly times. XBot is a modular system that uses synchronous external actuation, but has a limited range of reachable configurations stemming from a single motion primitive of a module rotating about another. This paper proposes to extend the motion primitives by using moves with two modules swinging in a dynamic chain. The feasibility of these motion primitives is proven experimentally. A parameterization of the external actuation motion profiles is explored to define a space of physically valid motion profiles. The larger the space, the more robust the motion primitives will be to inexact initial conditions and to imprecision in the external actuation mechanisms. Additionally, this paper proves a configuration of XBot meta-modules can reach any configuration using just these motion primitives.
Introduction
One of the grand challenges for modular self-reconfigurable (MSR) robotics is to develop systems with a large number of small modules. A group of smaller modules can take the shape of a given sized 3D object with higher resolution.
Typically the actuator that causes a module to move (e.g. main motor) consumes much of the modules size, weight and power. Utilizing energy input from external forces allows this actuator to be removed from the system and thus decrease the size. Stochastic MSR systems [1, 9] , apply external energy to result in Brownian motion. These systems are sensitive to the motion distribution and can have very long convergence times.
The XBot system was introduced in [10] in which a simple shape memory alloy actuated magnetic latching module demonstrated simple reconfiguration. When viewing the planar XBot system from above, one XBot module appears to be an X with the magnet latches on the corners of the X. A set of XBots appear to be X's arranged on an imaginary lattice or grid. In [10] the XBots sit on a moving table with one module fixed to the table and the others sliding on it. By accelerating the table in specific patterns, the inertia of the XBot modules causes them to rotate around the module fixed to the table. The direction of rotation is controlled by releasing one of the magnet latches and using the other as a hinge. In contrast to stochastic MSR systems, the XBot system uses this applied motion so that it causes reconfigurations to occur deterministically. Thus, the system can reconfigure in a known time, orders of magnitude faster than stochastic methods. This determinism works assuming that the input energy pattern reliably and consistently rotates the modules. In [10], the one degree of freedom (DOF) table was not consistent. There existed singular positions where the input acceleration was perpendicular to the required motion.
As this paper will show, several reliable and consistent motion patterns exist for simple motion primitives using a 2 DOF motion platform. However, to develop a large reachable space of configurations, a richer set of motion primitives is required.
In many self-reconfiguring lattice systems [11] the modules may combine in almost any fashion so long as the modules lie on a lattice and remain one connected component. In the case of a single cube shaped module moving 180
• around a corner as proposed in [10] , the space of possible configurations is very limited. For example, a set of n modules in a line has only 9 possible configurations for n ≥ 4 because only the two end modules can move to one of three positions.
Many MSR systems [4, 7, 6, 8, 2] use meta-modules to relax such motion constraints and expand the reachable configuration space. By adding more motion primitives than the simple pendulum (as we call this one module rotation), the space of possible configurations grows to a more reasonable size. Adding metamodule moves where a chain of two modules moves at the same time does this. Explicitly enumerating the possible configurations is beyond the scope of this paper but has been a graph theory problem for decades [3] .
By introducing a larger meta-module of 20 XBots, the Plus Meta-module (PM), the configuration space becomes fully reachable using the new motion primitives as proven in Section 3. It is then critical to demonstrate the feasibility of these motion primitives and develop the range motion platform patterns to generate the required motion primitives which is shown by experiment and demonstration in Section 4.
